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OUR COMMITMENT

Confirmed and strengthened by the forum

Jeffrey B. Froke
Prpsident

As the new president of the Roger Tory Peterson
Institute, it was a pleasure forme to host the forum,
Breaking the Barriers: Linking Children and
Nature.

The results of the forum have affected the develop-
ment of the Institute's program in a profound
manner. The meeting affirmed my own convictions
and the advice 'f my mentor, Dr. Peterson, that we
.yould focus on understanding and guiding the
emotional connections of young children to nature
as a necessary precursor to educating environmen-
talists.

The mission and programs of the Institute are
indeed illuminated by the career and philosophy of
Roger Tory Peterson who has stated,

"The philosophy that I have worked under most of
my life is that the serious study of natural history is
an activity which has far-reaching effects in everu
aspect of a person's life. It ultimately makes people
protective of the environment in a very committed
way. It is my opinion that the study of natural
history should be the primary avenue for creating
environmentalists..."

Roger Tory Peterson
Honorary Chairman

New Institute programs focus squarely on investi-
gating and promoting the emotional and intellec-
tual linkages of people. and especially young
children (ages 4 through 10), to nature in a manner
that will nurture lifelong curiosity, passion, and
caring for wild places and wild things.

'We will teach the teachers ."

The Ins'atute is committed J the pre-service and
professional in-service nature education of teach-
ers and naturalists. We will encourage greater
family and community involvement in nature study
for young children, and serve to improve communi-

:.ion among nature study professionLls and
centers concerned with the outdoor education of
teachers, parents and young children.

The forum was an inspiring and telling event for the
Institute. I am grateful to all participants who
shared their ideas and ads ice with me. These have
been germane to setting the course of the Institute's
current and future success.

Jeffrey B. Froke
President



THE "FLASH OF GOLD"

A world of natural wonder awaits our children

c 1

Roger Tory Peterson--his life's work began
at age 11 when, he says, 'The natural world
became my real world."

"What should be the relationship between
children and natui e?"

"How do you envision this relationship in
an ideal world?"

"What are our aoals for the future?"

These questions opened the forum Breaking the
Barriers: Linking Children and Nature spon-
sored by the Roger Tory Peterson Institute in Octo-
ber 1988 in support of its overall mission:

'To inform society about the natural world
through the study and teaching

of natural history."

Roger Tory Peterson, the world-renowned artist.
writer and educator who transformed watching
birds from the academic pursuit of a few to the
avocation of millions, is fond of recalling the two
life-changing events of his childhood. When he was

11 years old, he touched what he thought was a
dead bird on the side of a tree, and a flicker exploded
in a flash of gold, setting a spark in his heart and
mind that burns to this day. Then, quite fatefully,
his seventh grade teacher, Miss Blanche --lornbeck,
started a Junior Audubon Club, and recruited
young Roger to its front ranks.

The Roger Tory Peterson Institute is concerned
about creating experiences in which children face
the mysteries and wonder of the natural world and
understand their connection with it. The purpose
of this two-day forum was to support the growth of
these experiences and the people who create them,
and it represented a first step by the Institute to
create an on-going dialogue about the relationship
between children and nature.

The 90 forum participants, all leaders in natural
history and environmental education, came from
Alaska, Florida, Maine, California, Ontario, British
Columbia and points in between. They included
teachers, administrators, college faculty, writers,
and nature centerstaff. Some were representatives
of national organizations such as the National
Audubon Society, the National Wildlife Federation,
the American Nature Study Society, and the Boy
Scouts of Ames _ca. Ninety-five percent of the par-
ticipants work directly with children.

Structured to take maximum advantage of the
experience and expertise of the participants through
an interactive format of speakers and small group
discussion, the forum covered three broad topics:
VISIONS for the the relationship between children
and nature, BARRIERS to attaining those visions.
and specific STRATEGIES for overcoming the bar-
riers. Preceding each group urk session, national
leaders shared their views on the topics of visions,
barriers, and strategies.



OUR VISION

To nurture a passionate and caring generation

The first session of the forum focused on partici-
pants' goals fur linking children and nature by
addressing the questions,

"What should be the
relationship between children and

nature?"

"How do you envision this
relationship in an ideal world?"

What are our goals for the
future?"

Through plenary presentations, Dr. Willard Jacob-
son, Professor of Natural Sciences and former Chair
of Science Education at Columbia University, a.-id
John Ripley Forbes, founder and Chairman of the
Board of the N atural Science for Yo uth Foundation,
sent a challenge to the partic 'pants: "Wh,- t are your
visions for linking children and nature?"

There are more than 5 billion Homo sapiens now
inhabiting our planet home. The children in your
classrooms will probably live in a world in which
there will be twice as many people as there are
today. For most of the times of humans on Earth,
the population grew very slowly, possibly doubling
every 1,000 years. A major reason was that, in gen-
erations past, most children would die early in life
before they reached the age of reproduction. Now,
the human population doubles about every 40
years.

Our hope is that our children will begin to recognize
the stake that we have in maintaining a diversity of
organisms that co-inhabit the habitats in which we
live. We must share resources with all the other or-
ganisms living in our biosphere. We must also
share resources with other human beings.

It is possible to walk through a forest or across a flat
field and not see anything. It is possible to be out
in the night and not see the constellations of stars,
the bright planets, or the configurations on the full
moon as it rises in the east. The child in the city may
walk the concrete sidewalks and see little. And we
may decry the barren environment in which our
child of the city lives. But, even here then_ are
exciting possibilities for those who see.

Can we teach curiosity? Maybe! It may be difficult
to stimulate curiosity, but children are better en-
dowed with native curiosity than those of us who
are older. When children are curious, something
precious is occurring. Nourish it!

Willard Jacobson



"What we really want people to do

in our society is to anticipate the

consequences of their decisions

before taking action."

William F. Hammond

The most important thing that we as naturalists
and teachers and educators can do is to strengthen
an ailing education situation and an ailing nature
center picture. The strongest answer to some of the
problems we face today is making the nature center
as important as the church and as the school.
Every community should have one.

A aature center has to be run like a business. You
can't be afraid to ask people for money. You've got
to handle a nature center with computers, with
business practices.

Those of you who do not work with teenagers are
missing a fabulous opportunity. These kids can
really do things, and many of them, I am happy to
say. go on to become future nature center directors,
excellent teachers and naturalists.

We are looking for dedicated people, people who
want to make a difference. I wish we could have
more nature center educators and directors who
cared about kids. The thing that thrills rue aoout
the nature center field is that I believe strongly in
kids. Kids are wonderful! I maintain that ifyou can
give almost any normal kid a wholescme environ-
ment, he will get turned on to the kinds of things we
do. But you've got to do it, you've got to be the
leader.

One of the things needed more than anything in the
nature center field is enthusiasm. Have enthusi-
asm, and don't be deterred by minor problems.

John Ripley Forbes

There was much sharing of information and an
atmosphere ofgetting down to hard work as partici-
pants convened in their nine small groups. The
facilitated groups were diverse, highly interactive,
and sometimes argumentative as ideas emerged,
were discussed, and evolved with input from many
viewpoints. These groups stayed together through-
out the forum, providing continuity as ideas were
explored, strategies formed, and informal personal
relationships fostered.

When participants reconvened following their small
group cessions, it was clear that a vision of a world
for children was shared among them. Collectively,
five broad views of a profoundly different world
emerged from the dialogue.

WE ENVISION A WORLD

. . . in which children bond physically,
emotionally and mentally with nature.

To have a relationship with nature, young children
must have meaningful personal experiences with
natural elements and other species. These inter-
actions should evoke a sense of wonder, magic, and
connection with the world, as well as a feeling of
kinship and interrelation with other beings. The
intensity of the relationship, physically, emotion-
ally, and mentally, is the foundation for caring for
the world and the basis for responsible action.

. . . in which children learn and
understand the interdependence
of life

It is critical that these experiences also build knowl-
edge and skills for interaction with the natural
world. Ideally, children should comprehend how
human beings are dependent on other life forms. It
is this knowledge which leads to an understanding
of why we must live in harmony with nature, from
a pragmatic and ethical perspective. A knowledge
of ecological principles, ecosystem concepts, and
environmental ethics allows children to assess and
examine their own values in order to make impor-
tant decisions in their lives. To develop an ecologi-
cal world view, education needs to be more interdis-
ciplinary, acknowledging the diversity and interre-
lationships inherent in knowledge and in life itself.



. . . where children are given hope and
confidence, and where they are empowered
with responsibility and reverence for the
well-being of our world.

Parents need to take a primary role in fostering the
self-esteem and confidence of their children. In
addition to offering knowledge, educators must find
ways to give children the chance to articulate and
be challenged by their feelings, attitudes, and world
views. By engaging children in local projects, edu-
cators create opportunities for them to understand
the dynamics of power and action, and, we hope,
provide them with a global vision. Children will be
empowered to take constructive action if they
understand the impact of local actions and per-
ceive whi..th actions may be detrimental to the
environment and to society.

. . . in which children enjoy discovery and
learning.

Linking children and nature through education can
only happen if learning is fun and meaningful! In
addition to possfssing a cognitive understanding,
children need to know nature through all of their
senses. They need experiences which instill an
eagerness to be life-long learners, problem solvers,
and activists.

. . . in which political and
educational institutions support an
ecological view of the world.

Political systems need to recognize that a healthy
ecological system is a prerequisite for a healthy
economic system. By restructuring schools towards
"holistic" thinking across boundaries, interdiscipli-
nary education will allow people to become environ-
mentally literate.

To have a lasting and meaningful relationship with
nature, children must spend more time outdoors.
They need stimulation from a variety of natural
habitats. Children from cities, suburbs and rural
areas need ready access to natural settings where
they can explore and experience other life forms.
Young people should not have to "go there" to
experience non-human aspects of the world. As
positive nature experiences are reinforced by
community groups, the media, teachers and other
adults, opportunities for direct involvement with
nature will expand for children. This, literally, will
remove the barriers bel.ween children and nature.

.7"
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BARRIERS OR CHALLENGES?

Our commitment and enthusiasm are vital

"What are the barriers to achieving our
goals?"

"What conditions political, economic,
attitudinal, imaginal, environmental

stand in our way?"

Based on my research, it looks like the problems we
face as educators are not insurmountable. The
research gives us a clearer understanding of what
the problems are and ways we can surmount them.

The first challenge is to develop teaching strategies
that deal with the fact that kids relate to the natu-
ral world very differently, depending on how old
they are, their gender, and where they live. The
effectiveness of our education programs may have
to do with how well we have accommodated for
those differences.

The second challenge has not to do with differences
in the way kids relate to wildlife, but with a com-
monality that we found. Most children relate to
wildlife invery anthropomorphic ways. We call that
the humanistic attitude. The succe:. of our efforts,
particularly with very young children, may have to
do with the extent to which we are willing to appeal
to this humanistic side. The caution is that, once
we have their attention, the process has to move
beyond that affection toward more ecological
understandings. Otherwise, the learning process
can get stuck in a humanistic mode as it has with
most adults in this country.

The third challenge has to do with expanding
urbanization and the effects it has on the way kids
relate to wildlife. The results of our research survey

The second session of the forum focused on barri-
ers to achieving the goals expressed in the first
round on visions.

Miriam Westervelt, Coordinator of Project Wild and
Natural Resources Management of the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, and Judy Braus, Director of
School Programs for the National Wildlife Federa-
tion, outlined key issues they see as barriers to
linking children and nature.

indicate that this rapidly expanding group of urban
kids needs serious focus. Why? Because by virtue
of its size, it will be the urban electorate, educated
in urban areas, that will determine the future of
wildlife.

Let's talk about another challenge. The young girls
reached by the survey had the highest humanistic
scores, the lowest levels of interest in wildlife, they
were mor,: fearful of wildlife than the boys, and they
scored lower than boys on every knowledge ques-
tion we asked. So the challenge is to teach them to
be more like boys, right? I suggest that it isn't. We
need to resist the inclination to regard girls as
having less motivation to become wildlife oriented,
just because they appear to be less hungry for facts.
Conceptual understandings are also important,
and young girls may have a natural bias toward
understanding ecological relationships and our
kinship with all life.

Regardless of all the data we collect, there is really
only one key ingredient for a successful natural
history education program: passion. How success-
ful we are in communicating that passion will
depend on how much time we take to know our
audience and how well we have been willing to
accommodate for the differences in the educational
needs that they have.

Miriam Westervelt



When I thought about barriers, I grouped them into
three major sections. The first one I have called
"snags in the system," which are barriers in the
educational system itself. The second group is a
change in life-styles, brought about by social and
technological changes. The third deals with a lack
of leadership at the top. These are barriers that
result from a lack of local, state and federal man-
dates for implealfmting effective environmental
education programs.

A real problem in education is a crammed curricu-
lum. Teachers don't see how they can fit anything
else in, and environmental education is on the back
burner.

Another educational system barrier is a lack of
teacher training, both at the pre-service and in-
service levels.

A third barrier is the amount of science, natural
history, and technological information that teach-
ers have to sort through. Even teachers that are
trained to teach science and environmental educa-
tion often feel overwhelmed by the amount of mate-
rial. With all this information, how does a teacher
decide what is important?

Another barrier is "infusion confusion." Most schools
do not integrate environmental education into the
curriculum. We are asking the teachers to do the
integrating for us, something that is tough to do.

I see two major problems related to the evaluation
of environmental education. One involves school
accountability, or the "teaching for the test" prob-
lem. The other has to do with how effective we are
with our programs. We can say that we reach
30,000 teachers with our materials and programs,
but what is the I;ottom line? What are kids really
getting out of it?

I would like to address changing life-styles. The
first problem I have outlined is increasing urbani-

Following these speakers, the small groups recon-
vened to outline the barriers which block their
visions for the future. Their lists were similar in the
assessment of where barriers lie: in the educational
system, the teaching profession, our culture and
society, the political systems, and in communica-

zation. Many kids just don't h.,ve r-n opportunity to
get in touch with the out-of-doors, and many urban
areas aren't naturally awe inspiring.

Yet anotherbarrier is changing family life. Working
parents and busy schedules mean there's not as
much time for hikes, picnics and family vacations.

Yet another problem is changing values. There has
been more emphasis on material goods, and there
seems to be more parental emphasis on raising
super-achievers. Not only is nature not valued in
our society, but teaching and knowledge fog the
sake of knowledge are not valued.

Our growing addiction to technology presents a
problem. High tech seems to have taken over our
lives. Kids really are glued in front of TV screens,
video screens and computer screens. How can
technology be used to promote outdoor discovery?

Environmental education has not always taken
cultural and ethnic diversity into L.:count. How do
we make environmental education relevant to all
audiences, and what are the strategies to get minor-
ity leaders more involved?

The last barrier I want to address is that there is no
leadership at the top, a lack of support for environ-
mental education at the federal level. The lack of a
national manuate has often hindered efforts at the
state and local levels as well. Do we need a national
mandate?

It is important to remember that, given a chance,
kids really do connect to the natural world. We as
environmental educators can harness their natural
curiosity and enthusiasm and encourage outdcor
experiences, which in turn will lead to the develop-
ment of an environmental ethic and a commitment
to action.

Judy Braus

tion between organizations working to link children
and nature.

Four sources of barriers emerged from the group
work. each with specific conditions which stand in
the way of linking children and nature.



WE ARE CHALLENGED BY . . .

our current educational system

Teachers -Ind administrators give environmental
education low priority in an educational structure
that is fragmented. crowded, and overstressed.
Resources such as good curricula materials and
access to the outdoors are either non-existent or
inaccessible. Nature is viewed as a content area,
rather than as something relevant to every subject.
Educators do not recognize the interdisciplinary
character of "science" and prevent the infusion of
environmental education into other curricula.
Education today fosters a factual approach to learn-
ing rather than a problem-solvinL; and conceptual
approach. Passion and enthusiasm for learningare
essential elements for children and teachers en-
gaged in nature discoveries.

ill-prepared and overstressed teachers

Teachers are not adequately prepared to teach
children about natural history. They lack proper
troining, exciting materials, personal experiences.
networking opportunities, rewards. and incentives
for teaching environmental education. Without
preparation, teachers resist and fear teaching eco-
logical principles. Pre- service and in-service envi-
ronmental education training opportunities for
teachers are crucial. There has been a failure to
attract and keep people in the field of environ-
mental education. Appropriate salaries, reduced
stress and promotion opportunities are needed.

.."'"or
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the social and political climate

Our cultural, social and political values have placed
natural history low in priority and visibility in the
national agenda. Many people feel separate from
nature or dominant over nature, failing to perceive
themselves as an integral part of the natural world.
Passive attitudes underlie our failure to recognize
that the responsibility lies with us to provide better
experiences for teachers and children by enhancing
and changing our current system. As proponents of
a world view based :n natural history, we have not
been sophisticated in using the media or accessing
leadership about the importance of re-linking people
and nature. We have not nurtured new leadership
to plan and think more comprehensively and to
work toward our goals. Active leadership is lacking
at the local, state and national levels.

the need for better communication among
ourselves

There has been a lack of communication and net-
working among people working to ltrac children and
nature. We lnck a clear mission for environmental
education, and we do not have consensus about its
scope and content. Without clear understanding
and appreciation of the differences and similarities
within the field, our diversity will not be presented
to the outside world in a positive way. Collective
efforts are needed to obtain and use power effec-
tively to achieve our goals.

ta.4.



STRATEGIC PLANNING

The ultimate challenge

The final session of the forum focused on develop-
ing strategies to achieve the previously stated
visions for linking children and nature.

"What strategies can we propose and
develop to overcome the barriers

and reach our goals?"

Marshal Case. Vice President for Education of the
National Audubon Society. and Dean Steinhart,
Director of Environmental Education for the Penn-
sylvania State Education Department. discussod
directions educators can and should take to improve
environmental education and chi:dren's relation-
ships with nature.

I

TIN

When it comes to nal or, study. natural sciences.
and environmental education, we are really dealing
with a huge percentage of teachers who do not have
any kind of background in the subject matter. It
becomes our responsibility to do everything pos-
sible to make them comfortable with integrating
this subject matter and to encourage them to make
these topics exciting and fun, as well as a great
learning opportunity for children.

We need to see how television and video matc-ials
can relate to the clat sroom teacher and students.
We simply must make renewed efforts to get in-
volved in this market, and to turn kids back to
nature while maintaining our excellent outdoor
programs through parks. nature centers and wild-
life refuges. This gives us 'he opportunity to build
the importance of natural history and the fact that
there are a lot of exciting things to study outside of
the home, the school building and the IV box.

It takes some time and effort to discover things in
the natural world. It takes patience. it takes
observation, and it often takes a good teacher to
spark the interest of a child.

Which colleges and universities today are equipped
to teach our teachers and leader- in nature study?
What has happened to focused programs on envi-
ronmental education? Who is teaching our future
nature center directors. park personnel and others
about nature study? Where is the program to keep
an outstanding environmental education and na-
ture study program alive and viable at academic

,) institutions, so that our children might follow in our
footsteps? Betteryet. what are we goillg 10 do about
it?

Marshal Case



The driving force for environmental education in
Pennsylvania is the Master Plan written in 1984.
This ambitious and comprehensive document out-
lines str Ategies to direct the focus of our efforts at
the state level, A key ingredient of the Master Plan
is to establish networks, with the Office of Environ-
mental Education at the center. From this struc-
ture many interagency activities have become
established. A special committee exists that meets
regularly to exchange ideas, outline new programs
and seek cooperation in publishing new material
for the field. All of Pennsylvania's agencies, public
orprivate, with an interest in conservation, are part
of this committee.

Several strategies are currently in place in Pennsyl-
vania, and I will outline them for you.

We strive to identify exemplary envi-
ronmental education programs, and
we maintain a data base of quality
outdoor education programs.

An "envirothon" for high school
students is run each year as compe-
tition in five areas: wildlife, forestry,
aquatics, soil, and a current issue
such as acid deposition.

Each summer, conservation schools
are sponsored. Summer curricu-
lum conferences stress school site
development.

Following these presentations, the groups recon-
vened to develop strategies to overcome barriers
and realize their visions. This was the ultimate
challenge to the participants. Eacn brought knowl-
edge of issues related to children and nature; each
had both positive and negative experiences in ways
to link them: and each had devoted energy to
finding new ways to bring children and nature
together. This session was an opportunity to take
all those person-years of work and thought, and to
bring forward a series of strategies to achieve the

We utilize graduate schools to ob-
tain hard data on environmental
education.

Each year a special topic is ad-
dressed for environmental educa-
tion week throughout schools in the
Commonwealth.

In-service and pre-service (college
seniors) teacher training is provided.

Inner city nature programs based
on Project Learning Tree and reach-
ing thousands of children are of-
fered in Philadelphia.

Penn Link, an electronic mail sys-
tem, is used for communications
across the state of Pennsylvania.

The state system of higher educa-
tion is looking at requiring environ-
mental literacy for all students.

These strategies and more are in place in Pennsyl-
vania, and they are working. We have a long way to
go, and we will continue to monitor schools in the
Commonwealth.

Dean Steinhart

visions of a different and more interconnected
world.

Proposals were developed which detailed the pur-
pose, resources, responsibilities, and action plans
for specific strategies. Several of the groups' strate-
gies were similar, reflecting consensus about what
needs to be done and what resources can be
engaged. They can be summarized into the six
major points that follow.



WE PROPOSE THESE STRATEGIES

Understand and change the dominant
world view which disassociates people
from nature

Our dominant world view perceives humankind as
separate from nature, rather than part of it. We
must develop a better understanding of our con-
nection with the natural world. In doing so, we will
cultivate new attitudes and build a fresh, integrated
global perspective. This can be done by providing
opportunities for children and adults to discover
the natural world around them. We should use
children's curiosity, and apply existing curricula
and media in new ways at the earliest possible age.
By stimulating educators both to reflect on our
current world view and to find their own place in
nature, their understanding will grow. We can
create incentives and rewards for thinking and
acting in a more caring and holistic way.

Our resources include experts in nature education
who can teach us successful ways of providing
children with experiences in the natural environ-
ment. Conferences, retreats and vision quests,
workshops on curricula development, and net-
works can help educators better understand the
contradiction between the existing world view ano
our place in nature. Neighborhood and grassroots
organizations and television may all be important
in helpingto educate people about the diversity and
interconnectedness that exists within our species
and within the larger ecosystem.

Create networks and an umbrella
organization to fa( ilitate communication
among our diverse programs

Many groups have developed successful solutions
and strategies for linking children and nature.
Unfortunately,. the public-at-large, educators, and
even our participants are unaware of many of these
strategies. In fact, many of us who work in the field
of natural history and environmental education are
not even aware of each other, with the result that
we are wastingvaluable time and energy "re-invent-
ing the wheel."

We need an existing institution of national promi-
nence and credibility, which is perceived as non-
competitive and non-threatening, to be an um-

brelia organization. This organization can then
bring to the forefront already existing environ-
mental education programs which have been suc-
cessful on a local, regional, national or interna-
tional level. The Roger Tory Peterson Institute has
been suggested to take over this role. The groups
included "under the umbrella" might be environ-
mental educat ion groups. grassroots organizations/
citizen groups, schools and universities, profes-
sional societies and networks, and nature centers.

Develop and work for a collaborative
political agenda

Our public vision does not have a strong environ-
mental ethic. The public vision can be altered
through a political agenda which emphasizes envi-
ronmental concerns. To do so we must use existing
structures, situations, and strategies differently
from the ways we do now.

We can use our existing political structures as an
effective means to influence political leadership
and put the environment back on the national
agenda. This can be achieved through environ-
mental leadership conferences, candidate forums,
political lobbying and by electing leaders with shared
values.

With the environment as a nolitical priority, we can
actively work for economic development that com-
bines sustainable growth and ecological principles.
We can start by using the current environmental
crisis as an opportunity to educate the public and
foster change. Local, state, and national govern-
ments and private industry can work together (1) to
create legislation that reduces waste, produces
smaller cars, promotes reforestation, more green
space, and energy conservation; and (2) to establish
mandates that put environmental education into
school curricula.

Engage in creative planning and
environmental design

Much of the public does not ha physical access to
a healthy natural environment. The ways we
landscape, develop and redevelop land limit our
passageway to natural areas. Being prohibited from
experiencing nature fosters a poor understanding,



alienation, and fear of the natural world. We must
therefore set up better and more creative planning
and zoning practices that will allow everyone to
have easy access to natural areas.

Special task groups of professionals and concerned
citizens can develop zoning and planning guide-
lines to create more open space in the master plans
of cities and suburbs that give equal priority to the
"green structure " These groups can also advise
city planning departments about new ways of using
non-traditional !and resources such as vacant lots.
roof-tops, and managed plots of ground. to provide
city dwellers with a multitude of very accessible
natural areas. Municipalities can then sponsor
events to "celebrate nature" in these new areas to
help city and suburban people enjoy and learn
about the diversity and wonders of the natural
world.

Develop an educational agenda that
integrates natural history throughout the
educational experience

We must influence our educational syster i to rec-
ognize the importance of environmental education
and to integrate natural history throughout the
educational experience. As the initial step. we must
use national and state bodies to lobby for a man-
date to incorporate environmental education into
all school curricula. We must then support that
mandate by developing integrated, holistic, experi-
entially-based school curricula To follow through.
we will acknowledge and disseminate the exem-
plary programs.

We will form better ties between formal school and
other natural history programs suchas those at na-
ture centers and in Scouting. We can use local
nature "experts" (found in nature centers, retirt.es,
youth leaders, service organizations) to help teach-
ers in the classroom and in leading children out-

doors. Special groups of nature experts could also
be created for this purpose. In addition, we must
create more accessible natural areas for children
through new zoning and planning.

Improve teacher training and teacher
sunport

We must provide much better pre-service teacher
training and sufficient in-service support and con-
tinuing education opportunities for teachers. We
will first lobby for a mandate that makes instruc-
tion in ecology and the environment mandatory
regarding teacher certification requirements for in-
--,enrice environmental education. Pre-service train-
ingshould require both formal classwork in ecology
and environmental sciences and hands-on field
experience School boards should be responsible
for employing community resources, such as na-
ture centers, to provide nature experiences which
instill motivation. confidence. and knowledge so
that teachers. in turn, can provide such experi-
ences for children. School boards should create in-
centives and rewards for teachers and students
who do exemplary work in natural history educa-
tion, such as time off for continuing education, sab
baticals and research opportunities.

We propose to form a group to (1) research and
publicize exemplary environmental education pro-
grams and projects. such as Project Wild, Project
Learning Tree. and CLASS: (2) establish a running
data-base network of this information via ERIC or
a similar service; and (3) periodically monitor and
assess all education programs. The group in charge
of this research should be a national or interna-
tional agency. such as the Institute for Environ-
mental Education. the Natural Science for Youth
Foundation, the North American Association for
Environmental Education, or the Roger Tory Peter-
son Institute.



IDEAS IDEAS IDEAS IDEAS

More creative strategies from the small group sessions

Improve teac,-..er education
Pre service anc in-service teacher training must
strr. s environn iental education. Courses should
be more thoroui and degree programf, should be
offered in enviro nmental education. Educate teach-
ers to be proactive and aware of our place in the
natural world, to promote change in a positive way.
Environm& al education should become a certifi-
cation requirement both to help educators become
more aware of environmental education and to
improve educator skills and attitudes. Develop on-
going. effective in-service training and renewal for
educat c rs. Improve teacher training with creative
pre-service and in-service programs: train teachers
to use interdisciplinary curricula and help them
feel comfortable with the outdoors.

Mandate environmental education
Environmental education curriculum development
needs to be mandated at the local, state, and
national levels. Political lobbying should focus on
passage of this mandate.

Restructure science education
Restructure science education so it integrates school
curricula to provide a holistic education. It is im-
portant to do this in a way that does not crowd the
overall curriculum.

Develop an educational program
Develop an educational program that increases op-
portunities for personal discovery in the natural
world. It would incorporate discovery opportunities
within existing curricula and use existing or new
tools in ways which allow otherwise competing
activities and interests (like TV, sports, music.
shopping) to have complementary aspects.

Develop new curricula
Dramatically improve textbooks and identify alter-
native resources.

Link formal and informal education
Promote stronger ties between formal and informal
educational programs.

Use heroes
Use models, mentors, and heroes to promote envi-
ronmental education.

Involve minority educators
Increase participation and networking of minority
educators.

Create mentorship progra,n, "Pathways to
the Environment"
Develop a program ,tich provides children with
direct access to natural environment areas in order
to help them feel their connections with nature.

Teach ecological consciousness
Begin to teach people to be altruistic, caring, and
environmentally conscious as early as possible. Do
this by reaching out to children in pre-K settings
(via television. neighborhood organizations. etc.)
before they go to elementary school.

Reflect on world view
Stimulate self-reflection among environmental
educators concerning our present world view and
where it has taken the earth and all its inhabitants.

Increase ecological literacy
Increase environmental educators' literacy about
issues pertinent to historical, cultural, and philo-
sophical issues. They should review gender-spe-
cific and cultural literature to understand our con-
nections to nature.

Encourage diversity
Encourage effective dialogue among all cultures
and races regarding environmental problems and.
in the process, learn to understand and appreciate
our differences. Recognize and work with cultural
diversity. including senior citizens, an untapped
resource.

Teach y )al thinking
Develop a global understanding by introducing
quality geograp hy experiences. Promote geographic
literacy.



Use environmental crises
Use environmental crises to promote positive re-
sponses to our natural world.

Educate the public
Educate the general public on threats to humanity.
Make learning and environmental education on-
going and life-long.

Use the political arena
Use the political arena to foster environmental
action and the use of new resources.

Develop an ecologically sound economy
Develop a healthy relationship between ecology.
economy. and political systc.ns.

Create coalitions with business and
industry
Environmental educators need to form coalitions
with business and industry and should use them to
encourage passage of environmental education
mandates.

Develop environmental leadership
Build and influence environmental leadership at
local, state, and federal levels.

Improve communication
Improve Jmmunication between educational in-
stitution:,, government, and corporations to en-
hance environmental education experiences and
increase access to the natural world. This can be
done on a local, state, national and international
scale.

Reward work in natural history
Institutions, teachers, programs, and children
should be recognized and rewarded for their work in
environmental/nature studies. Our structures
should reinforce and validate this work.

Give the "Barrier Buster" award
Identify and use model individuals and programs.

Identify and disseminate model programs
Identify and disseminate already existing models
for natural history education.

Establish community advisory committees
Promote training and assistance for establishing
local Community Advisory Committees for Envi-
ronmental Education.

'Margaret Mead taught us a long

time ago that the most powerful way

to teach is cross-generational. Magic

happens when seniors work with kids.

Mentorship is critical."

William F. Hammond

Examine demographics and open spaces
Establish zoning and development guidelines which
create open space. Also. acquire land to ensure
access and to foster restoration and preservation.
Use both the pristine "natural environment" to
teach children about nature. andm ake use of non-
traditional land resources close to where children
live, such as vacant lots, roof-tops, and managed
plots of ground.

Create opportunities for nature
ob ervation
Create individual and small group nature observa-
tion opportunities by working through schools,
nature centers and community organizations.

Disseminate information
Develop a means for ensuring accuracy and re-
sponsibility in print and electronic media. Take an
active role in getting more "environmental educa-
tion" programs and information into all media.

Celebrate change
Create a system to support and sustain change.

Celebrate nature
Special events and festivals should celebrate na-
ture.

Do it now with what we have
Existing resources and knowledge need to be mar-
keted and distributed. Environmental educators
should go to schools with packaged classroom
nature workshop programs. They should start
now: they cannot wait for mandates to be passed.
Recognize the scope of problems. but only take on
realistic. manageable projects. Do not let the size
of problems justify individual inaction.



WE SHARE VISION AND PASSION

Let us respond with action and commitment

As the participants met on the last night of the
forum, there was an atmosphere of comraderie,
dedication to our visions, and passion for the
wonders and experiences of opening the natural
world to children. We listened as Roger Tory
Peterson described his career and realized the
continuity of teaching and sponsorship represented
in his work. We applauded William Hammond for
his excitement and success. And we laughed with
Professor Avian Guano, Bir.D., (in real life, Denny
Olson) as he demonstrated the fun which we must
keep in all our endeavors.
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Breaking the Barriers: Linking Children and
Nature was an opportunity to link ourselves with
each other and to develop shared plans of action for
the future. The participants felt that having created
these strategies, we must assume responsibility for
them. We are the leaders, it is up to us to take
action, and soon. We do not have time to wait for
our political, economic, and educational structures
to change and act for us. We must form our own
coalitions for creating change, while also working
with other institutions to change them.
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